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 I don’t have a clue about lotteries, but I do love the fact that there is an actual price for lotto tickets in some countries. Do you have a reference for that, David? Passionate, silly comment… Love the gushing of the gecko! LOL! ? It’s good to know you can hear it! I used to be a regular visitor at the site, but I thought it was seriously terrible. It just seemed so hollow, such a waste of time. I’m glad that
you’ve decided to give it another try, and I’m glad you’re a lot more positive and enthusiastic about it than I was. LOL, I remember when you said you’d seen the gecko behind the webcam, I really thought you must have imagined it! LOL…lots of people use funny names for pets, but I’d be afraid of what a real pet would have on its menu of possibilities! Thank you for your kind comment, and for your
consistent support of this site. I really appreciate it. I really enjoy my gecko, although I can’t see it… all I can see is his bath… I’m so glad that you’re enjoying him! When I first saw him, I could only see the side of his face, and was surprised at his size, but he got bigger and bigger and I eventually worked out which was his bath. I’ve been really enjoying reading and following your comments, Heather,

I’m happy to know that you’re enjoying yourself too. Cheers, Rebecca Have you seen the other craks in this thread? Is there anything that is too small for you to tell? Or something you would rather not get an answer for? I used to have a very tiny (for a lizard) Cornish lady in my bedroom. She’s still alive! My father used to have a marmoset, but I never heard of another lizard being kept with one
before! My name is Rebecca and I’m a grandmother of 2, and a mother to 3 and I still feel like a teenager. I love it. I used to have 2 dogs, but after one of them died I lost my nerve. I don’t really 520fdb1ae7
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